Totally Tubular Diamonds
One or Two Days / Process Oriented
Confident Beginner-Advanced

Magically strip-piece diamond patterns any size or angle without paper, templates or waste. Innovative, FUN, bias friendly technique is a cross between Seminole and Bargello. Use every angle in every direction on your ruler. Successfully match angled seams and make accurate “Dog Ears”. Rita is enthusiastic about sharing her technique and expertise for creating pattern and the number of ways to use diamonds and bias tubes. Be inspired to create your own patterns with lots of samples and eye candy. This process oriented class is a good one to have in your quilting toolbox.

One-Day
Students complete exercises to complete several rows of diamonds with several different alignments and are given the information to make them any size, angle or alignment.

Different Angles
**Totally Tubular Diamonds**

**Two-Five Days**
Students explore, get creative and hone their pattern making skills using the techniques learned on the first day to create a variety of patterns with different angles and alignments. Technical information for sizing diamonds, fitting them together and calculating fabric yardage for specific projects will be given. Longer classes give students the opportunity to learn a variety of diamond techniques and ways to build a quilt using Totally Tubular patterns as components.